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In this paper we solve 3 of the 6 problems of A. Kotzig on regular and strongly-regular 
self-complementary g aphs, mentioned in "Graph Theory and Related Topics" edited by J.A. 
Bondy and U.S.R. Murty. 
1. Introduction 
We consider only finite graphs G with no loops and multiple edges and denote 
by V(G), E(G) the vertex set, edge set of G, respectively. The degree of a vertex 
u in G, denoted by do(u), is the number of edges of G incident at u. A graph G 
is said to be regular of degree r if do(u) = r for all u ~ V(G). A graph G is said to 
be strongly regular if G is regular of degree r (say) and there exist constants a,/3 
such that for every pair u, v, u ~ v, of vertices, the number of vertices which are 
neighbors of both u and v in G, denoted by ct(u, v) or/3(u, v) according as u, v 
are adjacent or non-adjacent, is equal to ct or/3 according as u, v are adjacent or 
non-adjacent in (3. We then say that (p, r, a,/3) are the parameters of (3, where 
IV(G)I= p. 
A graph G is said to be self-complementary (s.c.) if G is isomorphic to 
its complement Cr defined as the graph with V(Cr)=V(G), E((~)= 
{{u, v} I u, v ~ V(G), u ¢ v and {u, v} ¢ E(G)}. Clearly, if G is a s.c. graph of order 
IV(G)[=p, then p -0  or 1 (rood 4). The aim of this paper is to solve 3 of the 6 
problems of Kotzig [3] on regular and strongly-regular s.c. graphs. Pertinent 
definitions are given below. For definitions not given here and notation not 
explained here the reader is referred to Harary [2]. For many known results on 
s.c. graphs the reader is referred to Rao [4, 5 ]. 
Let G be a s.c. graph and tr be an isomorphism of G onto its complement t~. 
Clearly, tr is a permutation of V(G) and is referred to as a complementing 
permutation of G (isomorphism peri~autation f Kotzig [3]). Let ~(G)  be the set 
of all complementing permutations of G. Let s~(G) be the set of all automorph- 
isms of G. Two vertices u and v of G are said to be similar in symbols, u ~ v, if 
there exists an f ~ M(G) such that f(u) = v. Clearly -- is an equivalence r lation on 
V(G), and the equivalence classes under - are called the G-orbits. A graph G is 
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said to be vertex-symmetric if V(G) is a G-orbit. A graph G is said to be 
edge-symmetric if given e~, e2 in E(G), there exists an f~s~(G) such that 
f(ex) = e2. Also sg(G) U Cg(G) is a group under composition of functions in which 
sg(G) is of index 2, and hence is a normal subgroup. For a s.c. graph (3, let G[A ] 
be the subgraph induced on A ~_ V(G), G[A, B] be the subgraph with vertex set 
A O B and edge set = {{u, v} ~ E(G) [ u ~ A, v ~ B}, where A, B ~ V(G), 
F(G) = {u ~ V(G) I there exists a t r  e ~(G) such that tr(u) = u}, 
N(G) ={{u, v}eE(G)  I there exists a ~r~ Cg(G) such that ~(u)= v}. 
Remark. If v ~ F(G) and G is of order 4k + 1 and is regular (of degree 2k), then 
v belongs to exactly k(k -  1) triangles. 
I~oot. Let N1 be the set of all vertices adjacent to v in G and N2 = 
V(G) -  N I -{v}  and (re ~(G) with tr(v) = v. Then tr(Nx)= N2, or(N2)= N1 and 
[Nll= IN21 = 2k. Therefore, there are exactly 2k 2 edges of G with one end vertex 
in N~ and the other end in N2. This implies, as G is regular of degree 2k, that 
G[N~] has exactly k(k -1 )  edges and therefore v belongs to exactly k(k -1 )  
triangles in G. El 
Denote by/~(G) the set of all v ~ V(G) such that v belongs to exactly k(k - 1) 
triangles in G. 
We are now ready to state 3 of the problems of Kotzig [3] (Problems 3, 4 and 5 
of [ 3 D labeled A, B and C below, on s.c. graphs, in our notation, which are solved 
in this paper. 
~oblcm A. Characterize the subset F(G) of a regular s.c. graph G. Is it true that 
F(G) = F(G) for a regular s.c. graph G? 
Problem II. Characterize the set N(G) for a s.c. graph G. 
l[h~blem C. Is it true that a regular s.c. graph G is strongly regular if and only if 
F(G)= V(G) and N(G)= E(G)? 
In Sections 2, 3 and 4 we solve Problems A, B and C, respectively. (We prove 
that the answers to Problem.q A, C are negative and solve Problem B. Further, the 
solution to Problem C given provides a partial answer to a Problem of Zelinka 
[8].) We use the following theorem repeatedly in the proofs of lemmas and 
theorems in Sections 2, 3 and 4. 
Theorem L1 (Ringel [61, Sachs [71). I fG  is a s.c. graph and tr ~ c¢(G), then tr has 
at most one fixed point arid the length of every other cycle of tr is a multiple of 4. 
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2. Characterization of F(G) 
In this section we characterize F(G) for an arbitrary s.c. graph (not necessarily 
regular) G of order 4k + 1 and solve Problem A. To this end we need the 
following 
Lemm~ 2.1. Let G be a s.c. graph of order p and let V~, . . . ,  V, be the G-orbits. 
(1) I f  ~r~ C~(G), x, y ~ V(G), then x ~ y if and only if cr(x) ~ ~r(y). In particular 
~r(V~) is a G-orbit, 1 <~ i <~ t. 
(2) I f  p = 4k, then t is even and I V~[ is even for every i, 1 <~ i <~ t. 
(3) If  p =4k+l ,  then Iv, I is odd for exactly one i; (say) i=  1. 
(4) I f  x ~F=F(G)  and ~req(G),  then x--'cr(x). Further, F is a subset of V~. 
~| .  Let x my and f~(G)  be such that f (x)= y. Then o ' fc r - l~g(G)  and 
maps or(x) to ~r(y) and therefore or(x)~ or(y). Next let or(x)~ or(y) and g ~ ~(G)  
be such that g(cr(x)) = or(y). Then cr-l[cr ~ M(G) and maps x to y, therefore x ~ y, 
proving (1). Let creW(G). Then cr~ ~g(G) .  By Theorem 1.1, in case p=4k,  cr 2 
has an even number of cycles and the length of every cycle of cr 2 is even; in case 
p = 4k + 1, or 2 has an odd number of cycles of which one if the fixed point of ¢r 2 
and the length of every other cycle of cr 2 is even. Since every G-orbit is a union of 
cycles of cr 2, dG(X)+ dG(~r(X)) = p -- 1, (2) and (3) follow from (1). The second part 
of (4) follows from the fact that if p =4k+l  and T~qg(G)~ (for a set A of 
permutations of V and x ~ V, the symbol A~ is the set of all f~  A such that 
f(x) = x) then the G-orbit Vx contains the fixed point x of ~-. To prove the first 
part of (4), note that o-ras~(G) and o-r maps x onto or(x). Therefore x~ 
[] 
The next theorem characterizes F(G). 
3flh~rem 2.2,. I f  G is a s.c. graph of order 4k + 1, then F = F(G) is the unique 
G-orbit of odd cardinality, G[F] is regular; and in particular, for every x, y in F, the 
subgraphs of G induced on the neighborhoods of x, y are isomorphic. Further, for 
every tr ~ qg(G), the restrictions or~F, c r /V -  F belong to ~(GO, qg(G2), respectively 
where Gx = G[F], (32 = G[V-F I  are s.c. graphs of order 4k '+ 1 and 4(k -  k') with 
k '~O. 
Pr¢~|. We first prove that F = V1, the unique odd G-orbit (see (3) of Lemma 
2.1). By (4) of Lemma 2.1, it is enough to show that V1 is a subset of F. Let 
y ~ V~ and choose an x ~ F, cr ~ qg (G)x. Since F ~ V1, x, y ~ V1, a G-orbit, there- 
fore there exists an /~(G)  such that y =/(x) .  Then for-1 ~ C~(G) and fixes f(x) 
and consequently y =f (x )eF .  
To prove the second part, we note, by (4) of Lemma 2.1, that F = Vx is the 
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union of some cycles of any fixed or ~ C~(G), including the fixed point of or. the 
present heorem then folllows from Theorem 1.1. [] 
The second part of Problem A is answered in the following 
Theorem 2.3. For every integer k >i 2, there is a regular s.c. graph G of order 4k + 1 
such that IF(G)[ = 1 but IP(G)[>~2k + 1. 
lPr~| .  Define the graph G = G(4k + 1) with V(G) = {0, 1, 2, . . . ,  4k + 1} and 
E(G) = I.J ~ = 1 A~, where A~, 1 ~< i ~< 4, is given below: 
A1 = {{0, 2i + 1}, {2i + 1, 2i + 2}, for every i, 1 <~ i <~ 2k - 1; 
{4j+2, 4]+4} for every ], O<<-]<~k - 1}, 
A2 ={{4i + 1, 4]+2}, {4i +3, 4]+4}; for every i,j, O<~i, ]<<-k-l, i~]}, 
A3 = {{4i + 1, 4]+3}; for every i, ], 0~<i, ]~< k - 1, i~]} 
A4={{4i+2,4]+2},{4i+4,4]+4}, for every i,j,O<~i,]<~k-1, i~]} 
(see Fig. 1 for G(9)). 
It can be checked that G is a s.c. graph of order 4k+1 under or= 
(0) I l i~  (4i + 1, 4i + 2, 4i + 3, 4i + 4). Further, the neighborhood of 0 induces a 
regular graph of order 2k and degree k -  1 and 0 ~ F(G). It can be also checked 
that the neighborhood of 2 induces the complete bipartite graph with bipartition 
{1, 5, 9 , . . .  ,4k -3 ;  6, 10 , . . . ,  4k -2}  together with the isolated vertex 4; which 
clearly has exactly k(k - 1) edges and is not regular. Further, for any i, 1 ~ i  ~<2k, 
the induced subgraph on the neighborhood of 2i is isomorphic to that on the 
neighborhood of 2. Therefore F(G) contains the set {0 ,2 ,4 , . . .  ,4k}. By 
Theorem 2.2 and the fact that 0e F(G), it follows that for no i, 1<<-i<~2k, the 
vortex 2i e F(G). The set F(G) being a G-orbit (namely F(G)= V1) it is the 
union of some cycles of the above or. This implies that F(G)= {0}. [] 
Note that in case k = 2 for the graph G = G(9), F(G) = {0} and F(G)  = V(G). 
However,  for k I> 3 and G = G(4k + 1), F(G) = {0} and F (G)  = {0, 2, 4,..., 4k}. 
0 
7 8 
Fig. 1. The graph G(9). 
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3. Characterization o| N(G) 
In this section we solve Problem B. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a s.c. graph of order p. 
(a) If {u, v}~N(G),  u ~ u' and {u', v'}~E(G),  then {u', v'}~N(G) if and only 
(b) If p = 4k, then the G-orbits can be ordered as (V~, . . . ,  V~) such that for 
every tr e ~ ( G ), 
! ~r(V') = V2m+~-~, 
further, 
1~i~0;  (3.1) 
m 
N(G)= U E(G[ V', V~+~_,I), (3.2) 
i= l  
and G[ V', V~m+H] is a regular bipartite graph of degree 
I w',l 1 <~ i ~< m. (3.3) 
2 '  
(c) If p = 4k + 1, then the G-orbits can be ordered as (V'o, V~, . . . ,  V~,~) where 
V~ = F(G) = F and for every tr~ <¢(G), 
! cr(V~) = V~, ~r(V') = V~÷~_,, 
further 
1 ~< i ~ 2m; (3.4) 
IT[ 
N(G)= E(G[FI)t.J I.J E(GIV', V~m÷~_,l) 
i= l  
and G[ V', V~m+l-i] is a regular bipartite graph of degree 
Iv',l X<~i~m" 
2 '  
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
l~tmL (a) Choose a t r~(G)  and f~.d(G)  such that t r (u)=v and f (u)=u'.  
Suppose first that 9 -  v'. Then there exists a g ~ ~(G)  such that g(v)= v'. Clearly, 
then gtr/-1 ~(G)  and maps u' onto v' implying that {u', v'}~N(G).  Conversely, 
ff {u', v}~N(G) ,  then there exists a ~ ~(G) such that tk(u')= v'. Then ~Octr-1 ~
~(G)  and maps v onto v' implying that v-v ' .  
(b) Let V1,. •.,  V2,, be the G-orbits (Lemma 2.1). Then t r (V0 , . . . ,  tr(V2m) is a 
permutation of V1, . . . ,  VEto and since t rE~(G)  and dG(x)+d~(tr(x))=4k-1,  
it follows that trE(V~) = V~ and ~r(V~)NV~=~ for every i, 1~i~2m.  Now it is 
easy to see that (3.1) holds. Since tr(V~) = V~m+l-i, there exists an {u, v}~N(G)  
with u ~ V[ and v e V~m+l-i and therefore, by (a), E(G[ V', V~m+t-i]) is a subset 
of N(G) for every i, l<~i<~m. Further, ff {u*,v*}~N(G) with u*~ V', l<~i~ 
2m, then dG(u*)+dG(v*)=4k-1 and therefore v*• V[, and by (a), v*~v for 
any v~ V~.,,+x_~ with {u*,v}~E(G).  This implies that v*~ V~m+l-i and (3.2) 
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holds. Since V', Vim+l-i are G-orbits, is even by (2) of 
Lemma 2.1 and IE(G[V', V~m+x_,])I=IU(GIV[, since G is s.c., (3.3) 
follows. 
(c) First note by (4) of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 that F is a G-orbit and 
or(F) = F. We next show that if or(V/) N V/¢ ~, then Vi = 17. To see this let V/¢ F. 
Then ~r(V~) = V~ both being G-orbits by (1) of Lemma 2.1 and therefore by (4) of 
Lemma 2.1, ]V~]--0 (mod 4), IV~l=4s (say). Since or(F)= F, or(Vt) = V~ it follows 
that ]E(GIE V~ D] = (4k'+ 1)2s, where IFI = 4k '+ 1 (Theorem 2.2). Since V~ and F 
are G-orbits, all vertices of V~ have the same degree in G[F, V~] and since 
IV~l=4s, this is a contradiction. Now if {u, v}eN(G) and ueF, choose ~-e ~(G) 
with l-(u)= v, then by (4) of Lemma 2.1, veF .  Conversely, given {u, v}eE(G) 
with u,v~F, choose a f~.~(G)  such that f (u)=v and a l"eq~(G)u. Then 
fv~(G)  and maps u to v and therefore {u, v}~N(G). Now as in the proof of 
(b), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) can be proved. [] 
4. Solution ot Problem C 
In this section we show that there are s.c. regular graphs satisfying the 
hypothesis of Problem C which are not strongly regular. First we prove the following 
Tl~eerem 4.L The following are equivalent for a s.c. graph G of order >15. 
(1) G is vertex-symmetric; 
(2) F (G)= V(G); 
(3) N(G)= E(G). 
Proof. This theorem follows from Theorems 2.2 and 3.1. [] 
Next we need three lemmas. The composition or lexicographic product G1 x G2 
of two graphs G~, G2 in that order, is defined as the graph G with V(G)= 
V(G1) x V(Gg; and E(G)={{(ul, u2), (vl, v2)}l (ul, vO, (u2, v2)~ V(G), either 
{ul, vi}~E(G1) or ul = vl and {u2, v2}~E(G2)}. Notice that the composition "x"  
is an associative operation. 
Lemnm 4.2. Let Gx, (32 be graphs of order Px, Pe and G = G~ x Ge. Then the 
following hold: 
(a) If Gi, G2 are s.c. graphs, then so is G; 
(b) If G~, Ge are vertex-symmetric, then so is G; 
(e) G is a connected strongly regular graph if and only if (G1, (32) is one of 
(Kp~, K~), (K~, I~p~), ( I~, ~ , )  and (I~p?, KT,), where k'~ is the regular complete 
m-partite graph of order p, and degree p -  p/m Where m divides p. 
ProoL To prove (a), let or ~ ~(GO, ~ ~(G2). Then it is not diificult to check that 
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the map 0 defined as, 0((u, v)) = (cr(u), ~'(v)), for every (u, v) ~ V(13), belongs to 
qg(G). (Note that (~ = Ga x 02.) 
To prove (b), let (ux, u2), (va, v2)~ V(G). Then, by hypothesis, there exist 
f es~(13a), g~-~(132) such that / (ua)= va, g(u2) = v2. It is not difficult to check 
that the map 0 defined as 0((u, v)) = if(u), g(v)), for every (u, v) ~ V(G), belongs 
to 
To prove (c) first note that if Ga = ~1 and 13z is as in (c), then 13 is connected 
and strongly regular with parameters (PAP:, (Pa-1)pz+d~2(u), (pa-2)p:,  
(Pa-1)pz). The other case is similar. 
To prove the converse, note that for any (ua, u:)e V(13), 
d (ua, u:) =  1(u3 • p :+ 
This implies by varying u: in V(132) that 
13a, (32 are regular, (4.1) 
of degree (say) ra, r2 respectively. 
It can be checked that if {(ua, u2), (va, 1)2)} E E(13), then 
~a(Ga, {ua, va})p2+2r2, if U 1 ~= 1)a, (4.2) 
a(13) = ~a(G2, {u2, 1)z}) + rap:, if ua = va, (4.3) 
Similarly, it can be checked that if {(ua, u2), (va, v2)} belongs to E(G), then 
[/3(13a, {ua, va})pe, if ua ~va, (4.4) 
/3(13)= 
[ /3(13:, {Uz, Vz}) + rape, if ua = va. (4.5) 
If now 13a ~ Kp~, then "(13a, {ua, va})<--- ra -2  for some edge ua, vx of Oa (note that 
IE(130[> 1, for 13 is connected) and therefore ,(O)---< rap: -2  by (4.2); and (4.3) 
then implies that O:=K?p~ and further (4.4), (4.5) are equal implying that 
/3(13a, {ua, va}) = ra for every non-edge of Oa and therefore the nonadjaeeny is an 
equivalence relation on V(13) and 13a = K~. Thus we may assume that Ca = Kp. 
This implies by (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) that G: is strongly regular. If now 
132~Kv~, J~ ,  then (4.2) and (4.3) axe equal, so that 2r:=a(13:)+p2. Let 
v ~ V(G2) and A, B be the vertices in Gz adjacent, nonadjacent to v, respectively. 
A simple counting argument implies that the number of edges in 13[B ] is equal to 
½(P2-1 - r:)(r2-139 and also is equal to ½P2r:- (r + (pz-  1 -  r:)/3z +½r:az). There- 
fore r : ( r : -  a2 -1)  =/3e(pz- r:) =/32(r:- a2-1) .  Since r: ~ a2 + 1, it follows that 
r: =/32. Therefore, (32 = K~2. [] 
Lemma 4.3. I f  (3 is an edge-symmetric s. . graph, then 13 is strongly regular with 
parameters (4k + 1, 2k, k - 1, k) for some positive integer k. 
ProoL Note that the only bipartite s.c. graph of order ~>4 is P4, the path of length 
3. Therefore, if G is an edge-symmetric s.c. graph, then, by Theorem 14.12 of 
Harary [2], G is vertex symmetric, hence is regular and therefore has order 4k + 1 
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and degree 2k for some positive integer k. Edge-symmetry also implies that 
a(u, v) is a constant. Further, for any two pairs {u, v}, {ul, Vl} of nonadjacent 
vertices in G, both {u, v}, {ul, Vl}~E(O) and since G---G, 0 is also edge- 
symmetric and there exists an f~.~t(()) = sg(G) such that f({u, v})={ul, Vl}, and 
this implies that /3(u, v) is also a constant. Therefore G is strongly regular. To 
determine a(G) and/3(G), choose an x ~ F(G) and or ~ q~(G)~. Let A be the set 
of all vertices in G adjacent o x, and B = V(G) -{x}-A .  Notice that or(A) = B, 
or(B)=A and IA[=IBI=2k. Since G is strongly-regular /3 (G) -2k= 
m(G[A, B]) = 2k 2, and therefore/3(G) = k. Since G is regular of degree 2k, and 
4k 2 -  m(GIA, B ]) -  2k 
m(GIA  I)= = k (k -1 ) ,  
2 
G[A ] is regular of degree a(G) and of order 2k, it follows that a(G) = k - 1. [] 
Now we describe the well-known Paley graphs which are used in the proof of 
Theorem 4.5. 
Let GF(p'), p is a prime and r is a positive integer with p" ---- 1 (mod 4), be the 
Galois field of order 4k + 1 = p', and let x be a primitive element of GF(p'), that 
is, x is a generator of the multiplicative group of nonzero elements of GF(p') with 
x 4k= 1, the identity of GF(p'). The Paley graph G*(p ' )= G* is defined as 
follows: V(G*) = H, where 
H={0, x, x2,. . . ,  x 4k  = 1}, 
E(G*)={{u,v}[u, veH,  u#v,  and 
u-v  = x 2s for some positive integer s}. 
Note that G* is undirected since x 2k= -1.  
Now we have the following 
4.4. (1) G* is a s.c. graph. 
(2) ~(G*)={~[  ~(a)=y2f (a)+c Va ~H, where f is any field 
automorphism of GF(p'), y, c ~ H, y ~ 0}. 
(4.6) 
(3) M(G*) is 2-transitive on edges of G*. In particular, G* is edge-symmetric, 
vertex-symmetric and is strongly regular. 
Proof. (1) G* is a s.c. graph with or = (0) (x, x2 , . . . ,  x 4k) in qg(G*). 
(2) It is easy to cheek that the set on the fight-hand side of (4.6) is a subset of 
M(G*). To prove the other inclusion relation, notice that for any automorphism d~ 
of G*, if g(x)=Ok(x)-g/(O))/Ok(1)-~(O)), then g(0) =0,  g(1)= 1, ~(1) -  ~(0) is a 
square and g(w + z ) -g (z ) ,  is a square in GF(p') if and only if w is a square in 
GF(p'). It follows then by a theorem of Carlitz [1] that ~ is of the form 
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~(a)= y2f(a)+ c for every a e GF(p'), for some field automorphism f of GF(p') 
and y, c in GF(p')  with y~ 0. Notice also that for any field automorphism f, 
f (0 )=0,  f (a )=a p' for some j, 0~-<i<n. 
(3) If (a,/3), (a' , /3')~E(G*),  then a - /3  = x 2m, a ' - /3 '=  x 2m' and therefore 
(~t ' - /3 ' ) / (a- /3)=(xm'-~)2=y , (say), y~0.  By (4.6), the map Q defined as 
Q(a) = y2a +(a/3' -a ' /3) / (a- /3) ,  for every a e GF(p'), belongs to ~(G*) ,  which 
clearly maps a to a '  and/3 to /3'. [] 
Now we state and prove the main theorem of this section which solves 
Problem C. 
Theorem 4.5. Let P l , - - . ,  Ps be a list of s >I 2 primes (not necessarily distinct), and 
ax , . . . ,  as be positive integers uch that p~,--- 1 (rood 4) for every i, 1 ~ i <~ s. Then 
there exists a s.c. graph G** of order I~.S=l p~,=4k +1 (say) which satisfies the 
hypothesis of Problem C but which is not strongly regular. 
Pr~t .  Let G** = G**(4k + 1) = G*(p~O x G*(p~) ×. . -  × G*(p~'~), where G*(p.~ ) 
is the graph described in Lemrna 4.4, of order p~,. Then by (1) of Lemma 4.4 and 
(a) of Lemma 4.2, G** is a s.c. graph. By (3) of Lemma 4.4 each G*(p~'~), 
1 <~ i ~< s, is vertex-symmetric. Therefore, by Theorem 4.1, the graph G** satisfies 
the hypothesis of Problem C. However by (C) of Lemma 4.2 and s >I 2, G** is not 
strongly regular. [] 
It may be remarked that Zelinka [8] proved the existence of a vertex-symmetric 
s.c. graph of order n for every prime n-= 1 (rood 4) for which 2 is a primitive 
element of the Galois field GF(n) and posed the following problem. Is it true that 
for every n -- 1 (rood 4) there exists a vertex-symmetric s. . graph of order n? 
Now we are ready to give a partial solution to the above problem. 
Theorem 4.6. I[ p~l . . ,  p~. is the prime factor decomposition o[ n and p.'i "~- 1 
(rood 4) for every i, 1<~i <~s, then there exists a vertex-symmetric s.c. graph of 
order n. 
P r~| .  The theorem follows from Lernma 4.4 and Theorems 4.1, 4.5. [] 
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